
State or Statement?
Samadhi in Some Early Mahayana Sutras

Andrew Skilton

MEDITATION has, in recent years, been ascribed an important role in 
early Mahayana Buddhism. In his survey volume of Mahayana doc
trine, Paul Williams has taken note of recent work on certain meditation 

texts, particularly that by Harrison on the Pratyutpannasamadhi Sutra (here
after cited as PSS),1 and has made a convincing case for meditational ex
perience, particularly of the “visionary” kind, being a major factor in the 
origination of Mahayana literature and hence in the origin of Mahayana 
itself.2 In his bibliographical survey of Indian Buddhism, Nakamura Hajime 
cites a group of texts that includes the PSS along with other sutras and 
sastras, but instead links them to the origins of the Yogacara school.3 In a 
previous publication, I have myself linked a number of such samadhi sutras

* This article originated from work completed at Oxford University in 1997, but was sub
sequently rewritten and aired in seminars at Bristol, Edinburgh and Cardiff Universities, and 
eventually was offered as a part of a paper at a Stanford University conference entitled 
“Investigating the Early Mahayana,” held at Asilomar, California in May 2001. Surprisingly, 
while I have seen fit to alter the expression, I have been given no reason to change the content.

1 Harrison 1978a, where the same point is first made by Harrison himself. Williams also 
cites Demieville 1954 in his bibliography.

2 Williams 1989.
3 In doing this, he goes against the opinion of others (including the present author) who 

associates at least the PSS and Samadhiraja Sutra with the prajhaparamita genre. See 
Harrison 1978a, Gomez and Silk 1989 and Regamey 1990. 
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on the understanding that they teach meditation-related matters and had 
some role in early Mahayana.4 Whatever historical use we make of this body 
of textual material, it consists of a small group of early Mahayana sutras that 
we associate with the practice of meditation. The basis of this association is 
primarily the use of the term samadhi in the title of these texts. As I have 
shown on another occasion, this usage was understood to be generic, at least 
in the circle of Asanga, and because of this, such texts were themselves occa
sionally known as samadhi.5 In the present article, my interest is to examine 
our association of these sutras with meditation practice(s) and see if it is jus
tified.

4 Skilton 1994, p. 105.
5 Skilton 1999a. Asanga uses this term to denote four texts: Suramgamasamadhi Sutra, 

Pratyutpannasamadhi Sutra, Samadhiraja Sutra and Sarvapunyasamuccayasamadhi Sutra.
6 Skilton 1999b.
7 See Skilton 1999a, chap. 1 et passim.

My starting point is the substantial Mahayana text known as the Sama- 
dhiraja Sutra or the Candrapradlpasamadhi Sutra (hereafter, SRS). This 
text appears to have circulated in at least four distinct recensions, represent
ed by: the Chinese translation of Narendrayasas; the Gilgit manuscript; and 
two groups of Nepalese manuscripts (hereafter, SRS I and II), from the first 
of which the Tibetan translation was made.6 7 The extended title of the re
cension I have termed SRS II describes the text as the sarvadharmasva- 
bhavasamatavipancitat samadher yathalabdham samadhirajam nama 
mahayanasutram, i.e., “the Mahayana discourse that is called the king of 
samadhi, as received from the samadhi elaborated as the sameness in their 
essence of all phenomena.” In a separate investigation of the date of compo
sition of this text, I have already concluded from this and other passages that 
the text itself is considered in some way to be a samadhi, and we can add to 
this the observation that the sutra is also considered in some way to be 
derived from a samadhi called the sarvadharmasvabhdvasamatdvipancita- 
samadhid This interpretation is justified by, and the title itself probably 
derived from, the repeated reference to this samadhi throughout the sutra. In 
fact, almost every chapter of the SRS is introduced as an explanation or glo
rification in some form or another of the sarvadharmasvabhavasamata- 
vipahcita-samadhi, and so we are doubly justified in taking this as the 
explicit subject of the entire text.

The SRS is thus concerned with a samadhi that is vipahcita in some way.
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This latter term has been interpreted variously. Narendrayasas took it as a 
grammatically negative, though religiously positive, term, synonymous with 
nisprapanca, “the absence of conceptualizations,” and which he translated 
literally as “absence of frivolous talk.” Nisprapanca is widely attested 
throughout the canon, both Sravaka and Mahayana, and seems to be used to 
denote a state very similar to the “transconceptual” knowledge, nirvikal- 
pajndna, of the Vijnanavada.8

8 Following Schmithausen’s translation of the term (1987, vol.l, p. 202). Edgerton directs 
attention to passages in the Lankavatara Sutra and the Bodhisattvabhumi in which prapaiica 
is paired with vikalpa, BHSD s.n. prapaiica. The lack of a careful study of this term in the Pali 
literature which he notes in this entry has since been rectified by Bhikkhu Nanananda (1971). 
See also Schmithausen 1987, vol. 2, n. 1425.

9 Regamey 1990, p. 22 and n. 21, quoting the Pali-English Dictionary.
10 I have located this and cognate forms some thirteen times in the Nettipakarana (text, 

Hardy 1902; translation, Nanamoli 1962), and twenty-two times in the Petakopadesa (text, 
Barua 1949; translation, Nanamoli 1964).

11 Regamey 1990, p. 73.
12 Gomez and Silk 1989, pp. 15-16. In this volume, the section dealing with the SRS is the 

product of an experiment in collaborative authorship by a group of scholars and advanced 
graduate students at the University of Michigan, 1982-83.

Regamey, however, translates vipahcita as “explained,” rightly drawing 
attention to the literal meaning of the verb vipancayati, “to diffuse, to ex
pand,” and the secondary sense, “to explain.” In a footnote, he mentions the 
Paramatthajotikd,s definition of vipahcitahhu as applied to those “who need 
a detailed instruction; thus learning by diffuseness.”9 This last usage is also 
frequent throughout the Petakopadesa and Nettipakarana, and affirms the 
significance of the term in the didactic context.10 Thus, Regamey’s transla
tion of the full title of the samadhi is “the samadhi which is explained as the 
equality of all the dharmas in their essence.”11

Gomez and Silk, acknowledging the difficulty of interpretation of this 
title, adopts the translation “manifested,” but without specific justification; 
thus, “the samadhi that is manifested as the sameness of the essential nature 
of all dharmas.”12 In a lengthy footnote, the authors refer to the single occur
rence of the expression °vipahcitasamadhinirdesa in chapter 40 and, follow
ing Regamey, look to chapter 8, verse 7 for guidance on interpreting the 
term. I am not convinced that either of these passages is justified as a defin
itive guide to interpretation. In particular, it strikes me as unsound to rely 
upon chapter 8, verse 7, even assuming that it does clarify the situation, since 
it only occurs in recensions SRS I and II. Nor is it clear why, if it were 
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introduced to these recensions with the intention to explain this title, such an 
important passage should be so recondite. As I will argue later, we do not 
need to look to this source as the sutra provides more explicit guidance in a 
more obvious place.13 Meanwhile, chapter 8, verse 7 reads:

13 We should also note two further translations of this title: Tatz: “the King of Samadhis, 
which explains in detail the similarity of all dharmas in their own-being,” for the full title of 
the sutra (1972, p. 1); and Rockwell: “this samadhi that is explained in detail as the equality 
of the nature of all dharmas” (1980, p. 23).

14 Text as established by Regamey 1990, p. 31.
15 Regamey 1990, p. 66.
16 Gomez and Silk 1989, p. 80 n. 1.

tasmad dhi yo icchi vipancitam imam 
svabhavasamatam sugatana mat am 
sa bhavayatu sarvi abhavadharmam 
pratilapsyatimam jananim jinanam14

Thus, Regamey:

He who longs for this Mother of the Sugatas explained as the 
“Equality of the Absolute Essences,” let him meditate upon all the 
dharmas as non-existent. Then will he attain this Parent of the 
Victorious Ones.15

Finally, in Gomez and Silk:

Therefore, one seeking the Mother of the Sugatas, 
Who manifests herself as sameness of essential nature, 
By meditating on all dharmas as nonexistent, 
Will attain to this Mother of the Conquerors.16

As for vipahcita, my own preference is to attempt a translation which com
bines the two meanings noted by Regamey, and for this purpose I suggest 
“elaborated” as an appropriate translation in this context. This, I hope, com
bines the root meaning of “expansion” with the didactic character indicated 
by its frequent use in the Petakopadesa and Nettipakarana.

However, the problems of interpretation of the name sarvadharma- 
svabhavasamatavipahcita-samadhi cannot be solved on a philological basis 
alone. Inherent in the task of deriving a satisfactory translation is the need to 
place the linguistic item in context; in this case, for example, to understand 
what it could possibly mean for a samadhi to be “elaborated,” and in fact
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what is meant by samadhi in the SRS in general. As I have already men
tioned, it seems to be the case that the term samadhi is used in some early 
Mahayana sutras and by Asanga to denote the text itself (written or oral). I 
would like here to take this argument one step further, and to suggest that in 
some Mahayana sutras the term samadhi can be used to denote a specific lit
erary item incorporated within the sutra text.

Before doing so, however, we should review the recognized usages of the 
term samadhi in the Sravaka and Mahayana canons.17 Common to both bod
ies of scripture is the ubiquitous account of the Buddhist path in terms of eth
ical conduct {sila), meditation {samadhi) and knowledge or insight {prajha). 
In this usage, which is the primary usage of samadhi in the Sravaka canon, 
samadhi includes both the range of preparatory practices and the series of 
distinct altered mental states which they produce and support. Thus the 
preparatory practices include: guarding of the senses; mindfulness and 
awareness; contentment; and suppression of the five hindrances {mvarana). 
The resultant altered mental states which these produce and sustain are the 
meditative absorptions {dhyana)'. four in number in canonical sources, but 
considered as five in commentarial and Abhidharma sources.18 The medita
tive absorptions constitute a series of successively more refined and tranquil 
states of mind, characterized by concentration and equanimity. Experience 
of them is regarded as a prerequisite for experiencing knowledge or insight, 
the third stage of the path. This insight or knowledge consists in the de
construction of the person into its constituent phenomena {dharmas). The 
meditative absorptions constitute the primary general referent of the term 
samadhi in the Sravaka canon. Allied to this usage is one more specific and 
technical. For Vasubandhu and Buddhaghosa, i.e., in both Sarvastivadin and 
Theravadin Abhidharma, samadhi is that factor which characterizes the 
increasing concentration experienced in the meditative absorptions, i.e., it is 
given a technical definition by them as “one-pointedness of mind (of a 
wholesome character).”19 As such, and lying behind this applied usage, is the 
understanding for both authors that samadhi is primarily an omnipresent 

17 I present a brief survey of the main characteristics here, but refer the reader to Gunaratana 
(1985, passim), Lamotte (1965, pp. 14-35) and Deleanu (2000, pp. 69-78) for more exhaus
tive treatments.

18 I mention only the four dhyana; from the fourth of which, however, can be developed a 
set of four drupyasamdpatti.

19 As samadhis cittasyaikdgrata in Abhidharmakosabhasya 2.24 (Sastri 1987, p. 187), and 
kusalacittekaggata samadhi in Visuddhimagga (Rhys Davids 1975, pp. 84, 464).
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mental state, being that dharma which facilitates the mind continuing to 
remain on any object.20

Complementary to this account of samadhi is the categorization of it 
according to three applications or subjects: emptiness (simyata), desire - 
less(ness) (apranihita), and “signlessness” (dnimitta).2X These are known 
collectively as the vimoksamukha. From this point of view, samadhi is seen 
as applied to three characteristic features of the Buddhist analysis of phe
nomena (dharmas): namely, that phenomena are empty of “selfhood,” do 
not arise or decay through self-will, and are free from the characteristics of 
conditioned existence. This threefold categorization of samadhi, although 
secondary to samdc/7iz as one-pointedness or meditative absorption, is the 
third main referent of the term in the Sravaka canon. Samadhi is thus direct
ly associated with meditation, both as a mental technology and as the result
ing transformed consciousness of the practitioner, viewed as either “mental 
state” or “mental content.”

This same picture is repeated in the Mahayana coipus, but with the 
addition of a number of new features. First, the insight or knowledge which 
can be attained by the bodhisattva on the basis of his practice of samadhi 
transcends that of the Sravaka path insofar as it deconstructs not only the per
son, but also the phenomena which make up the person. Second, the bod
hisattva’s motive is altruism, rather than the perceived self-interest of the 
Sravaka, and thus seeks to take advantage of the magical power (rddhi) with 
which samadhi is associated in the Mahayana. Supposedly in association 
with this last feature, there also appear in Mahayana literature references to a 
number of specific samadhi, each with a name and associated benefits, and a 
number of which are associated with specific sutras, as I have already noted. 
Finally, one notes the appearance of lengthy lists of samadhi names, which 
one suspects have acquired their own aura of magical potency. Thus we can 
find samadhi-name lists, some of considerable length, in the Aksaya- 
matinirdesa,22 Bodhisattvapitaka,23 Dasabhumdsvara24 Gandavyuha,25

20 I am grateful to both Sasaki Shizuka and Honjo Yoshifumi who pointed out to me at the 
2001 Asilomar conference the importance of this last definition of samadhi.

21 Abhidharmakosabhasya 8.24 (Sastri 1987, p. 1163), Visuddhimagga (Rhys Davids 1975, 
p. 657f.).

22 118 samadhi', Braarvig 1993 vol.l, pp. 58-60.
23 101 samadhi', summarised in Chart II of Pagel 1994, pp. 362-66.
24 10 samadhi: Vaidya 1967 p. 34, Rahder 1926 p. 53; 9 samadhi: Vaidya 1967, p. 39, 

Rahder 1926, pp. 59-60; 10 samadhi: Vaidya 1967, p. 55, Rahder 1926 p. 82.
25 1 00 samadhi: Suzuki and Idzumi 1934-36, pp. 36.22ff.
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Kdrandavyuha,76 Mahavyutpattiy1 and various Prajndpdramita texts.26 27 28 29 Sec
tion 21 of the Mahdvyutpatti records some 118 samadhi.

26 Three distinct lists: Vaidya 1961, 62 samadhi, p. 284; 17 samadhi, p. 297; and 37 
samadhi, p. 305.

27 #505-623; Sakaki 1916, pp. 40-49. These are attributed to the Prajndpdramita Sutra.
Astasahasrikaprajhaparamita-Gl samadhi: Vaidya 1960, pp. 242-43, 24 samadhi: 

Vaidya 1960, p. 259; Pahcavimsatisdhasrikdprajhdpdramitd-iQR samadhi: Dutt 1934, pp. 
142-44 and 198ff.; Satasdhasrikdprajndpdramita-\2\ samadhi: Ghosa 1902-12, pp. 
1412-14.

29 Gomez and Silk 1989, p. 18.
30 The reader perforce relies on my judgement. However, in a recent article that deals in its 

first section with the nature of samadhi in the Prajndpdramita corpus, Deleanu notes in pass
ing concerning the SRS that “there is no clearly identifiable meditative technique which can 
be singled out as this particular samadhi” (Deleanu 2000, p. 73). Formulaic references to the 
attainment of Pure Land rebirth in the SRS are discussed in Schopen 1977.

Perhaps because of the perceived emphasis on magical power attained 
through these new Mahayana samadhi, modem scholarly explication of this 
subject in the Mahayana tends to assume that here, as in the Sravaka context, 
samadhi is essentially a matter of altered states of consciousness and the 
practices that induce and sustain them. This is despite the fact that in the SRS 
we find only minimal and passing reference to the altered mental states and 
associated practices familiar from the Sravaka canon. For this reason, some 
modem commentators have expressed mild perplexity and exercised some 
ingenuity in explaining this state of affairs. “The Buddha . . . expounds on 
the merits of ‘preserving the samadhi’, a concept that will recur throughout 
the sutra and which denotes preserving, in memory or written form, the text 
of the sutra, as well as the variety of spiritual exercises usually associated 
with the term samadhi."73 This “variety of spiritual exercises usually associ
ated with the term samadhi” is hard to discern in the SRS. It contains no 
significant exposition of either meditational practices or states of mind. 
Although every chapter is dedicated to expounding the benefits or powers of 
the sarvadharmasvabhdvasamatdvipahcita-samadhi, no description of a 
meditative technique that might generate an altered mental state is associat
ed with it. We are faced rather starkly by the need to explain why, in a sutra 
that claims to expound the ‘“king of samadhis," there is only passing refer
ence to meditative techniques and altered states of mind.30

My own engagement with this issue stems from text editorial work I had 
begun on chapter 17 of the SRS. This chapter contains a versified recounting 
of a prose passage in chapter 1. Since, for the purposes of the work on 
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chapter 17, the material in chapter 1 is therefore a significant testimonium, I 
found myself committed to reviewing and eventually “re-establishing” this 
passage from a variety of sources. It was only after almost a year of reread
ing this material that its full significance began to be clear, i.e., only after my 
preconceptions regarding the material had been thoroughly disappointed, did 
I begin to take note of what the sutra is saying explicitly at this point. I am 
referring to the list of terms which constitutes the greater part of chapter 1.

The SRS begins with a moderately full nidana, in which the scene is set 
and the audience described. This is followed by the identification of the main 
interlocutor of the sutra, here Candraprabha, who proceeds to ask the Buddha 
a series of questions, in particular enquiring how it is that one can acquire 
certain qualities. In his reply, the Buddha explains that there is one single 
dharma, the acquisition of which enables one to acquire all these other 
things, and furthermore that possession of that dharma enables one to 
acquire the samadhi that is the subject of the SRS. The following is the full 
text of the Buddha’s reply:31

31 All translations are the author’s, unless otherwise specified.
32 1 have added the terms in brackets for clarity.

When that had been said, the Illustrious One said this to the young 
man Candraprabha: “Young man, when he possesses one single 
quality (dharma), a bodhisattva mahasattva partakes of these vir
tues [of a Tathagata],32 and quickly awakens fully and completely 
to unsurpassable, perfect and complete Awakening. Young man, 
possessing which single quality (dharma) does the bodhisattva 
mahasattva partake of these virtues and quickly awaken fully and 
completely to unsurpassable, perfect and complete Awakening? It 
is that his mind is equable towards all beings, his mind is benefi
cial, his mind is sympathetic, his mind is not inclined to retaliation, 
his mind is not vexatious. Possessing this single quality (dharma), 
young man, a bodhisattva mahasattva partakes of these virtues and 
quickly awakens fully and completely to unsurpassable, perfect 
and complete Awakening.” Then, on that occasion, the Illustrious 
One addressed the young man Candraprabha in verse:

“The bodhisattva who proceeds, having taken up a single quality 
(dharma), obtains these virtues and quickly awakens to Awak
ening. 12
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The mind of the bodhisattva whose mind is not inclined to retalia
tion, retaliates nowhere, and he produces no harshness or ill will, 
and obtains these special qualities (guna) just as they have been 
lauded. 13

Enjoying an equal mind, the results of all actions are seen to be 
equal. The soles of his feet are even, and the range of his conduct 
is even. 14

Developing an even mind that is not vexatious, is free from ill will 
and harshness, his doubts abandoned, the soles of his feet are even, 
marvellous, luminous, pure and delightful to look upon. 15

The bodhisattva blazes in the ten directions, fills the buddha-field 
with splendour and light. When he obtains the serene stage of spir
itual development, he establishes many beings in the knowledge 
possessed by the buddhas. 16

In this respect, young man, the bodhisattva mahasattva whose 
mind is equable towards all beings, whose mind is beneficial, 
whose mind is not inclined to retaliation, whose mind is not vexa
tious, partakes of this samadhi that is called ‘elaborated as the 
sameness in essence of all phenomena’.

And what, young man, is the samadhi that is called the elaboration 
of the sameness in their essence of all phenomena? It is:

1 Restraint of the body
2 Restraint of speech
3 Restraint of mind
4 Purity of actions
5 Going completely beyond supports
6 Comprehension of the aggregates
7 Indifference towards the bases of consciousness
8 Withdrawal from the sense-fields
9 Abandonment of craving
10 Direct realization of non-arising
11 Illumination of causes
12 Not destroying the fruit of action
13 Seeing the Teaching
14 Cultivation of the Path
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15 Attentiveness to the Tathagatas
16 Possession of penetrating understanding
17 Knowledge and penetration of the Truths
18 Knowledge of the Teaching
19 Knowledge and realization of the analytical knowledges
20 Knowledge of the divisions of words and syllables . . .

[and so on, up to:]
320 The discontinuation of syllables
321 Impossible to understand through sound
322 Recognized by the Wise
323 Known by those who are gentle
324 Penetrated by those with few desires
325 Taken up by those who have begun [to practise] vigour
326 Memorized by those who are mindful
327 The destruction of suffering
328 The non-arising of all things
329 The instruction which is a single method for every existence, 

destiny, rebirth and realm33

33 evam ukte bhagavams Candraprabham kumara-bhutam etad avocat. “eka-dharmena 
kumara, samanvagato bodhisattvo mahasattva etan gunan pratilabhate, ksipram canuttaram 
samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyate. kathamena kumaraika-dharmena samanvagato bodhi
sattvo mahasattva etan gunan pratilabhate, ksipram canuttaram samyaksambodhim abhi
sambudhyate. yad-uta sarva-sattvesu sama-citto bhavati hita-citto daya-citto ’pratihata-citto 
’visama-citto ’nena kumaraika-dharmena [Vc] samanvagato bodhisattvo mahasattva etan 
gunan pratilabhate, ksipram canuttaram samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyate.”

atha khalu bhagavams tasyam velayam Candraprabham kumara-bhutam gathabhir 
adhyabhasata.

eka-dharmam samadaya bodhisattvo ya vartate
etan gurian sa labhate ksipram bodhim ca budhyate 12

na ca kva cit pratihanyate ’sya cittam 
apratihata-cittu yo bhoti bodhisattvah 
na ca khilu janayati na pradosam, 
labhati yatha-parikirtitan visesan 13

samam cittam nisevitva vipako darsitah samah
sama padatala bhonti samas c’ acara-gocarah 14

sama-m-avisama-cittu bhavayitva
apagata-dosa-khilah prahina-kanksah 
carana-vara-tala sama ’sya bhonti 
parama-prabhasvara-suddha-darsaniya 15 
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As soon as he has recited the final item of this list, the Buddha concludes, 
“This, young man, is that samadhi for which the name ‘the elaboration of the 
sameness in their essence of all phenomena’ is used.”34 In other words, the 
list itself is explicitly introduced as the samadhi of our sutra—not as aspects 
of the samadhi, nor as benefits produced by it (as the Chinese translation 
suggests), but as the samadhi itself. Despite the initial peculiarity of this 
statement, there is surely a certain virtue in taking the text at its face value.

According to the explicit statement of the SRS, the samadhi, it appears, 
consists of a list of about 330 terms or phrases, which are arranged as far as 
I can tell in no identifiable overall order, and are related only indirectly, if at 
all, to meditation practice.35 Many of the terms are cognitive in scope, but 
there are also plenty that relate to affect or to deportment. By way of illus
tration, I offer three further passages of items from the list:

29 Being free from frowns
30 Mildness
31 Being of good conduct

dasa-disatu viroci bodhisattvah
sphurati siriya prabhaya buddha-ksetram 
yada bhavati sa labdha-santa-bhumis 
tada bahu-sattva sthapeti buddha-jnane 16

tatra kumara sarva-sattvesu sama-citto bodhisattvo mahasattvo hita-citto ’pratihata-citto 
’visama-citto imam sarva-dharma-svabhava-samata-vipancitam nama samadhim pratilabha- 
te. katamas ca kumara sarvadharmasvabhavasamatavipancito nama samadhih. yaduta 
kayasamvaro, vaksamvaro, manahsamvarah, karmaparisuddhih, arambanasamatikramah, 
skandhaparijna, dhatusamata, ayatanapakarsah, trsnaprahanam, anutpadasaksatkriyavatarah, 
hetudipana, karmaphalavipranasah, dharmadarsanam, margabhavana, tathagatasamavadhanam, 
tiksnaprajnata, satyanupravesajnanam, dharmajnanam, pratisamvidavatarajfianam, aksara- 
padaprabhedajnanam . . . vivarto ’ksaranam, durvijneyo ghosena, ajnatam vijnaih, jnatam 
surataih, pratividdham alpecchaih, udgrhitam arabdhaviryaih, dhrtam smrtimadbhih, ksayo 
duhkhasya, anutpadah sarvadharmanam, ekanayanirdesah sarvabhavagatyupapattyayata- 
nanam (The text up to the term yaduta is quoted, minus some diagnostic typography, from 
Matsunami 1975, pp. 227-28. The list of terms beginning kayasamvarah is quoted, minus 
apparatus and annotation, from Skilton 1997, pp. 162-175.)

34 ayam sa kumara ucyate sarvadharmasvabhavasamatavipancito nama samadhih
35 Although in my edition the total of items comes to 329, my numbering is employed for 

ease of reference and not in order to establish a definitive total. The Sankrtyayana manuscript 
of the SRS appends the total of 333 to the list in numerals, while the Chinese translation 
groups the first 210 items into groups of ten, but does not number the remaining items, instead 
treating them as names of the samadhi.
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36 vigatabhrkutita, suratata, susilata, sakhilyam, madhuryam, smitamukhata, purvabhi- 
lapita, ehltisvagatavadita, analasyam, gurugauravata

37 iryapatharaksanam, Iryapathavikopanam, iryapathavikalpanam, iryapathaprasadikata, 
arthanarthakausalyajnanam, yuktabhanita, lokajnata, muktatyagita, pratatapanita, anava- 
grhltacittata, hrl, vyapatrapita
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Friendliness
Sweetness
Having a smiling face
Being the first to greet
Being welcoming by saying, ‘come’
Freedom from idleness
Regarding one’s teachers as important36

105
106
107
108
109

Guarding one’s deportment
Lack of disturbance in one’s deportment
Lack of distortion in one’s deportment
Being becoming in one’s deportment
Knowledge and skill regarding what is meaningful and what 
is meaningless

110
111
112
113
114
115
116

Being one who speaks appropriately 
Being one who knows the world 
Being one who gives freely
Being one who is open-handed
Being unimpeded in one’s mind 
Shame
Being fearful of reproach37

145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

Absence of desire for honor
Equanimity in the face of not being honored 
Being unmotivated by gain
Not being downcast without gain
Absence of desire for fame
Lack of aversion to ignominy 
Lack of attachment to praise 
Absence of dejection at blame 
Absence of devotion to pleasure

154 Absence of aversion to suffering
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155 Not appropriating conditioned things
156 Non-attachment to praise that is true
157 Endurance of baseless renown
158 Lack of intimacy with either householders or non

householders
159 Avoiding what is outside one’s proper field of action
160 Conduct appropriate to one’s field of action38

38 satkaresv anabhilasah, asatkaresupeksa, labhe anarthikata, alabhe anavalinata, yasasy 
anabhilasah, ayasasy apratighah, prasamsayam ananunayah, nindayam avisadah, sukhe an- 
abhisvangah, duhkhe avaimukhyam, samskaranam anadanata, bhute varne asangah, abhtite 
varne adhivasanata, grhasthapravrajitair asamstavah, agocaravivarjanam, gocarapracarah. 
This last sequence clearly bears some relationship to the astau lokadharmah, cf. Dhar- 
masamgraha LXI (Kasawara 1981, pp. 13 and 48).

Such examples demonstrate unambiguously that we are not dealing with a 
list of attributes, preconditions or products of samadhi as meditative prac
tice.

My proposition is therefore that samadhi is used in the SRS to denote a 
specific literary item, an item which is itself enclosed within the SRS, and in 
this sense is used to denote not a “state of mind” so much as a “statement of 
terms.” My evidence for this suggestion is both internal and external, direct 
and indirect. The most explicit evidence is that provided by the text of chap
ter 1 of the SRS itself, viz. the explicit identification of this list as the 
samadhi with which the sutra is concerned.

The most concrete support for understanding samadhi in this way comes 
from external sources—from parallel passages in a number of other sutras. 
We find exactly the same usage in another of the very sutras designated by 
Asanga as samadhi. Thus, in the first chapter of the PSS, the bodhisattva 
Bhadrapala asks for the samarZ/zz which produces some 146 “qualities and 
abilities” which he describes one by one (PSS 1K-1Y). After due congratu
lations, the Buddha responds to this enquiry as follows:

[2B] “Bhadrapala, there is a samadhi called ‘Direct Encounter 
with the Buddhas of the Present’; if one preserves that samadhi 
without forgetting it, if one listens to it attentively and succeeds in 
being mentally undistracted, then those excellent qualities will not 
be difficult to obtain.”

Then the bodhisattva and mahasattva Bhadrapala said to the Lord:
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“Reverend Lord, would the Tathagata therefore please expound 
that samadhi, which would be for the benefit of many beings, for 
the happiness of many beings, out of compassion for the world, 
and for the welfare, the benefit, and the happiness of the great body 
of beings, of devas and of humankind; and which would shed a 
great light for future bodhisattvas and mahasattvas.”

Then the Lord said to the bodhisattva and mahasattva Bhadrapala: 
“In that case, Bhadrapala, listen well and consider it carefully, and 
I shall expound it to you.”

[2C] Saying: “So be it, Lord,” the bodhisattva and mahasattva 
Bhadrapala and the world with its devas, humans, asuras and 
gandharvas listened to the Lord, and the Lord then said: 
“Bhadrapala, if one dharma is practised, cultivated, developed, 
frequently rehearsed, mastered, actively pursued, made to arise, 
made familiar, fully purified, fully concentrated on, and fully 
undertaken, then one will become distinguished by all good quali
ties. What is the one dharma! Namely, the samadhi called ‘Direct 
Encounter with the Buddhas of the Present’, which brings to 
fulfilment the dharmas of which the first is great learning 
(bahusrutya).”

[2D] “Bhadrapala, what then is the samadhi called ‘Direct En
counter with the Buddhas of the Present’? Namely, (1) concentra
tion (manasikara) on thoughts which have the Buddha as their 
object; (2) absence of mental distraction; (3) obtaining mindful 
engagement and wisdom; (4) not renouncing vigour (vzrya); (5) 
attending on good friends (kalydna-mitray, . . . [and so on, up to:]

[2J] ... (151) striving for the aspiration to awakening; (152) equa
nimity towards the perfections (paramitdy, (153) [seeing] the 
sameness of the vision of the Tathagatas and perfect truth (bhuta- 
koti)', (154) [seeing] the sameness for all Buddhas of all virtuous 
qualities—this, Bhadrapala, is the samadhi called ‘Direct Encoun
ter with the Buddhas of the Present’.”39

39 [2B] bzang skyong I da ltar gyi sangs mngon sum du bzhugs pa zhes bya ba’i ting nge 
’dzin yod de / ting nge ’dzin de bzung zhing ma brjed la / ma blags te nyan cing sems mi 
gyeng ba myed na / yon tan gyi khyad par de dag myed pa mi dka’ bar ’gyur ro //
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Here, in explicit response to a request for a samadhi, the Buddha provides a 
substantial list of concepts, practices and affects, indistinguishable in gener
al type from that in the SRS. As before, this samadhi has an identity—it is 
not just any old list, but a list with a name, the pratyutpannabuddhasam- 
mukhavasthita-samadhi. Again, to make it quite clear that we are not dealing 
with a list of meditational terms, the following sequence serves:

[2F] . . . (55) being in harmony with the Buddha; (56) not rejecting 
the Dharma; (57) not causing schism in the Sangha; (58) avoiding 
slanderous talk; (59) entering the presence of the Holy Ones (drya) 
and attending upon them; (60) shunning fools; (61) not enjoying, 
taking no pleasure in, and avoiding worldly (laukika) talk; (62)

de nas byang chub sems dpa’ sems dpa’ chen po bzang skyong gis bcom ldan ’das la ’di 
skad ces gsol to //

btsun pa bcom ldan ’das / de bas na de bzhin gshegs pas ting nge ’dzin de bshad par gsol // 
de ni skye bo mang po la sman pa dang / skye bo mang po la bde ba dang / ’jig rten la snying 
brtse ba dang / skye bo phal po che dang / lha dang mi’i don dang sman pa dang bde bar ’gyur 
zhing I ma ’ongs pa’i byang chub sems dpa’ sems dpa’ chen po mams la yang snang ba chen 
po bgyis par ’gyur ro //

de nas bcom ldan ’das kyis byang chub sems dpa’ sems dpa’ chen po bzang skyong la ’di 
skad ces bka’ stsal to //

bzang skyong / de’i phyir legs par rab tu nyon la yid la zung shig dang ngas khyod la bshad 
par bya’o //
[2C] bcom ldan ’das / de bzhin no //

zhes gsol te / byang chub sems dpa’ sems dpa’ chen po bzang skyong dang / lha dang / mi 
dang / lha ma yin dang / dri zar bcas pa’i ’jig rten bcom ldan ’das kyi ltar nyan pa dang / bcom 
ldan ’das kyis de la ’di skad ces bka’ stsal to //

bzang skyong / chos gcig la kun tu bsten / nges par bsten cing bsgoms la lan mang du byas 
/ lam du byas / gzhir byas / yang dag par bslang / legs par byang bar byas / shin tu yongs su 
sbyangs / shin tu mnyam par bzhag / shin tu yang dag par brtsams na / yon tan thams cad 
khyad par du ’phags pa ’gyur ro // chos gcig po gang zhe na / ’di lta ste / da ltar gyi sangs 
rgyas mngon sum du bzhugs pa zhes bya ba’i ting nge ’dzin te / mang du thos pa sngon du 
’gro ba’i chos mams yongs su rdzogs par ’gyur ro //
[2D] bzang skyong / de la da ltar gyi sangs rgyas mngon sum du bzhugs pa zhes bya ba’i 
ting nge ’dzin de gang zhe na / ’di lta ste / sangs rgyas la dmigs pa’i sems yid la byed pa / 
sems mi gyeng ba / dran pa nye bar gnas pa dang shes rab thob pa / brtson ’grus mi gtong ba 
/ dge ba’i bshes gnyen mams la bsnyen bkur byed pa / [. . .]
[2J] [. ..] byang chub kyi sems yongs su tshol ba / pha rol tu phyin pa mams la sems mnyam 
pa / de bzhin gshegs pa mams blta ba la yang dag pa’i mtha’ dang mnyam pa / sangs rgyas 
thams cad la yon tan gyi chos thams cad mnyam pa ’di ni / bzang skyong / da ltar gyi sangs 
rgyas mngon sum du bzhugs pa zhes bya ba’i ting nge ’dzin ces bya’o // (Harrison 1978b, pp. 
20-25; 1990, pp. 25-30).
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enjoying, taking pleasure in, liking, and employing talk which 
transcends the world (lokottarciy, (63) eliminating meaningless 
babble.40

40 [2F] .. . sangs rgyas dang ’thun pa / chos mi spong ba / dge ’dun mi ’byed pa / phra ma’i 
tshig spong ba / ’phags pa mams kyi drung du nye bar ’gro zhing de dag la bsnyen bkur byed 
pa / byis pa mams mam par spong ba / ’jig rten pa’i gtam la mngon par mi dga’ zhing mi ’dod 
la ring du byed pa / ’jig rten las ’das pa’i gtam la mngon par dga’ zhing ’dod la ’dun cing sten 
pa / gtam rgyud ma yin pa mam par spong ba /

41 Lamotte 1998, pp. 110-12 (Lamotte 1965, pp. 121-23).

Comparing the two sutras in which we have now found this usage, we can 
see also that it occurs within a formulaic narrative setting shared by both 
texts, and turning now to the third of Asanga’s samadhi texts, the Suramgama- 
samadhi Sutra (hereafter, SSS), it appears that we have the same usage in a 
similar setting. Quoting again at some length:

§7 The bodhisattava Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, 
what is the samadhi through which a bodhisattva:

rapidly attains anuttarasamyaksambodhi,
is never apart from frequentation by the Buddhas, 
illuminates with his own light (avabhasa) all the ten regions, 
[. . .]
manifests, through the power of his previous aspiration (purva- 

pranidhana), the disappearance of the Saddharma (saddhar- 
mavipralopa'),

What then, O Bhagavat, is this samadhi through which a bodhi
sattva manifests such virtues (gw/w), but without definitively en
tering Parinirvana?
[•■•]
[77ze Heroic Progress]
§10 The Buddha said to Drdhamati: It is a samadhi called ‘Con
centration of the Heroic Progress’ [Suramgamasamadhi]. 
Bodhisattvas who have obtained this samadhi can, since you ask 
about it, manifest Parinirvana, but without definitively ceasing to 
be.41

There follows a list of 12 further attainments, which are, I suggest, wrongly 
taken by Lamotte to be the Suramgama-samadhi. After several intervening 
matters, we come to the point at which the Buddha reveals the Suramgama- 
samadhi proper:
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\The Hundred Aspects of the Heroic Progress}
§21 Then the Buddha said to the bodhisattva Drdhamati: The 
Suramgamasamadhi is not obtained by the bodhisattvas of the first, 
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth stages 
(bhumi)-, it is only the bodhisattva dwelling in the tenth bhumi who 
can obtain this Suramgamasamadhi. What then is this Suramga
masamadhi?

1. Purifing the mind [and making it pure] like space 
(akasavac cittaparikarmari).

2. Examining and bringing to the fore the minds of all beings 
(sarvasattvacittanam pratyaveksci sammukhlkaranarn).

3. Knowing the strength and weakness of the spiritual facul
ties in beings (parvasattvdndm indriyapardparajnanam}.

4. Determining (avadharana) and understanding (parijhdna) 
the [mechanism of] the cause and the fruit (hetuphala) in be
ings.

5. Knowing the fruition of action in beings (sattvanam kar- 
mavipdkajnanam).

[...]
96. From moment to moment, manifesting the acquisition of 

complete enlightenment (abhisambodhi) and, by conforming 
with beings to be disciplined (yaineya), causing them to obtain 
deliverance (yimukti).

97. Manifesting the entry into the womb (garbhavakrdnti) 
and the birth (Janman).

98. [Manifesting] the renunciation of the world (abhiniskramana) 
and the acquisition of Buddhahood [or complete enlightenment] 
(abhisambodhana).

99. Setting turning the Wheel of the Dharma (dharmacakra- 
pravartana).

100. Entering great Nirvana, but without attaining complete 
cessation.

O Drdhamati, the Suramgamasamadhi is so infinite (apramdna) 
that it reveals all the marvellous power of the Buddha and innu
merable beings benefit from it.42

42 Lamotte 1998, pp. 119-27 (Lamotte 1965, pp. 131-40). In these passages, all bracketed 
items are Lamotte’s insertions.
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The discordance between Lamotte’s titles imposed upon the text in brackets 
and the content of the text is particularly noticeable once one understands 
that it is the list of terms that is the samadhi?3

The conclusion of Lamotte’s translation of the Chinese text does not fol
low exactly the pattern shown by the SRS and PSS, in that the list is not con
cluded by the enclosing phrase of identification, “This, young man, is that 
samadhi for which the name suramgama-samadhi is used.” Fortunately the 
Tibetan translation contains the complete text of the passage and thus allows 
us to see that the SSS, too, conforms closely to the pattern of the other samadhi 
sutras we have examined. Lamotte, working from Kumarajiva’s Chinese 
version, which lacks this conclusion, and assuming that the Tibetan material 
is a later interpolation, relegates it to a footnote.44 The footnote reads:

Ripening an infinite and countless number of beings and ripening 
them from moment to moment according to the requirements of 
beings to be disciplined (vazTzeyasaftva); manifesting the attain
ment of enlightenment (abhisambodhi) and deliverance (yimukti\. 
manifesting the Bodhisattva’s entry into the womb (garbhavakra- 
nti), the birth (janmari), leaving of the world (abhiniskramana), 
the practice of austerities (duskaracarya), the going to the seat of 
enlightenment (bodhimandagamana~), the victory over Mara 
(maradharsana), the attaining of enlightenment (abhisambodha- 
na), the turning of the Wheel of the Dharma (dharmacakra- 
pravartana), the great Nirvana and the destruction of the body 
(kayavinasa), and all the while not abandoning the dharma-nature 
(dharmata) of a bodhisattva and not definitively entering Nirvana- 
without-a-remainder (nirupadhisesanirvanay. this, O Drdhamati, 
is what is called Suramgamasamadhi.45

43 At the level of the translation as a whole, this “discordance” amounts to a systematic edi
torial redaction of the text. The section titles, invented by Lamotte, the section numbers, and 
the speculatively reconstructed Sanskrit terms with which the text is larded, go a considerable 
way towards obscuring the text as transmitted by the Buddhist tradition in favour of a vision 
of it constructed by Lamotte.

44 Lamotte speculates that Kumarajiva would not have omitted to translate a part of the text he 
had before him, but does not consider the possibility that he had to work from an incomplete text! 
This fuller list is that borrowed from the SSS by another text I shall discuss later, the Prasantavi- 
niscayapratiharyasamadhi Sutra, which was translated into Chinese in the seventh century C.E.

45 Lamotte 1998, pp. 126-27 (Lamotte 1965, p. 140) n. 81. sems can mtha’ yas pa / tshad 
med pa yongs su smin par byed pa dang I sems kyi skad cig sems kyi skad cig la dul ba’i sems 
can ji ltar yongs su smin pa la / mngon par rdzogs par byang chub pa dang / mam par grol ba 
ston pa dang / byang chub sems dpa’ dag mngal du ’jug pa dang / btsas pa dang / mngon par 
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The SSS therefore conforms to the structural pattern observed in the SRS and 
PSS.

We therefore have three instances, each taken from a samadhi sutra, of a 
list of terms and phrases explicitly identified as a samadhi and known by a 
specific, unique name. Moreover, their narrative context is identical. In the 
niddna of the sutra, a bodhisattva asks the Buddha how one might obtain a 
number of attainments. The Buddha replies that there is a single teaching 
(dharma} whereby these and, often, further qualities can be obtained, and 
that this is a samadhi given a specific name.46 In almost identical passages, 
the samadhi in question is then introduced, recited, and the recitation con
cluded with an emphatic phrase of identification, “This, young man, is that 
samadhi for which the name . . ,‘x’. . . is used.”

In previous work on these sutras, the real identity of these lists has not 
been understood and a variety of interpretations have been employed to 
explain them—or rather, explain them away. Thus, Lamotte understands the 
suramgama-samddhi proper to be a list of “aspects” of a meditative attain
ment—as implied by the section title he provides for his translation. 
Otherwise he passes over the list as a whole in silence, remarking only upon 
incidental matters, such as the numbering which occurs only in the Chinese 
translation, differences in the Tibetan translation of individual terms, and so 
on.47 Harrison takes the pratyutpanna-samadhi proper to be a second list of 
“attributes and attitudes” entailed by the samadhi as meditative state, a 
supplement to the list of attributes given by Bhadrapala in PSS 1J-1Y.48

’byung ba dang / dka’ ba spyod pa dang byang chub kyi snying por ’gro ba dang / bdud ’dul 
ba dang I byang chub mngon par rdzogs par ’tshang rgya ba dang I chos kyi ’khor lo bskor ba 
dang / mya ngan las ’da’ pa chen po dang I lus ’jig pa yang ston la byang chub sems dpa’i chos 
nyid de yang mi gtong zhing shin tu phung po med par yang mya ngan las mi ’da’ pa ’di ni bio 
gros brtan pa dpa’ bar ’gro ba’i ting nge ’dzin ces bya ste I

46 The SSS expands this sequence, but the outline can still be seen there.
47 See notes 43 and 81 to his translation (Lamotte 1998, pp. 119, 126-27).
48 Harrison 1990, p.xxviii. This interpretation is undoubtedly influenced by the immediately fol

lowing passage in chapter 3 which describes a form of buddhanusmrti meditation. For the mean
time, the relationship between the two kinds of samadhi appearing in chapters 2 and 3 of the PSS 
remains unclear. Since Harrison himself suggests that this sutra is self-consciously synthesising in 
its approach to buddhdnusmrti/'Pvae Land and sunyata teachings (Harrison 1978a), it may be that 
some further synthetic intent lies behind this juxtaposition of “samadhi as list” with “samadhi as 
altered state of consciousness.” Were the PSS the only supporting evidence for the present argu
ment, I would certainly be more cautious in presenting it. However, it is not—and I suggest that 
the exact referent of samadhi throughout the PSS should now be closely reviewed. The distinction 
between the two senses of samadhi may even provide us with a tool for a provisional literary strat
ification in which we differentiate portions of text written with one or another samadhi in mind.
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Regarding the SRS, Cuppers describes the sarvadharmasvabhavasama- 
tavipancita-samadhi as a list of “samadhiguna” without further specifying 
their relationship to the SRS.49 50 Although, in each case, in the text itself the 
list is identified as the samadhi emphatically and unambiguously, previous 
commentators have simply ignored this explicit identification.

49 Cuppers 1990, p. xxiv.
50 Gomez and Silk 1989, p. 18.
51 Evam maya srutam ekasmin samaye. Bhagavan Rajagrhe viharati sma Grdhrakuta-par- 

vate, mahata bhiksu-samghena sardham mahata ca bodhisattva-samghena. tena khalu punah 
samayena Bhagavan gambhira-avabhasam nama dharmaparyayam bhasitva samadhim 
samapannah (Conze 1967, p. 149; English version, Conze 1973, p. 140).

The treatment of the SRS in the study in Gomez and Silk is altogether 
more thought-provoking. In this case, I assume that it was the pressure of 
preconception that compelled the authors into a fictional contextualization of 
the sarvadharmasvabhavasamatdvipahcita-samddhi. Seeking to identify the 
“leading themes” of the SRS, they introduce our samadhi as follows: “At the 
beginning of the sutra, in reply to the questions of Candraprabha, the Buddha 
enters a samadhi called in the Sanskrit version ‘the samadhi that is manifest
ed as the sameness of the essential nature of all dharmas’ .”5Q From this 
altered state, the authors would have us believe, the Buddha recites the 
samadhi list to Candraprabha. I have already presented the cited passage in 
full, and, as the reader may have noticed, there is no reference to the Buddha 
entering samadhi. Nor is there any reference to the Buddha entering (or leav
ing!) samadhi at this point in any of the samadhi sutra that I have or will dis
cuss in this article. I take it that the authors had in mind more familiar scenes 
such as the following, the nidana of the extended version of the Heart Sutra'.

Thus have I heard at one time. The Lord dwelled at Rajagrha, on 
the Vulture Peak, together with a large gathering of both monks 
and Bodhisattvas. At that time the Lord, after he had taught the dis
course on dharma called “deep splendour,” had entered into con
centration.51

Or, alternatively, from the nidana of the Saddharmapundarika Sutra'.

At that time, the Illustrious One, surrounded by the fourfold 
assembly, honoured, revered, venerated, thought much of, wor
shipped, esteemed and highly regarded [by them], uttered a dis
course on the Teaching called The Great Exposition, a greatly 
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extended sutra, an exhortation for bodhisattvas, the property of all 
buddhas, [then] sat down right there on the great seat of teaching, 
crossed his legs, [and] entered a samadhi called The Foundation of 
Boundless Exposition [where he] remained with his body and his 
mind undisturbed.52

52 tena khalu punah samayena bhagavams catasrbhih parsadbhih parivrtah puraskrtah 
satkrto gurukrto manitah pujito ’rcito ’pacayito mahanirdesam nama dharmaparyayam sutra- 
ntam mahavaipulyam bodhisattvavavadam sarvabuddhaparigraham bhasitva tasminn eva 
mahadharmasane paryankam abhujyanantanirdesapratisthanam nama samadhim samapanno 
’bhud aninjamanena kayena sthito ’ninjapraptena ca cittena (Dutt 1953, p. 3).

53 Atha khalu Bhagavan tasmat samadher vyutthaya-Arya-avalokitesvaraya bodhisattvaya 
mahasattvaya sadhukaram adat. sadhu sadhu, kulaputra . .. (Conze 1967, p. 153; English ver
sion, Conze 1973, p. 141).

54 atha khalu bhagavan smrtiman samprajanams tatah samadher vyutthito vyutthaya- 
yusmantam sariputram amantrayate sma (Dutt 1953, p. 23).

In both cases, the Buddha is described as entering a named samadhi. In both 
cases, since the Buddha is in samadhi, i.e., is experiencing an altered state of 
consciousness with which ratiocinative activity is incompatible, the burden 
of further discourse is taken up by a bodhisattva disciple: in the Heart Sutra 
by Avalokitesvara, and in the Saddharmapundarika Sutra by Manjusri. 
Before the Buddha can speak again, he is shown, in both cases, emerging 
from that samadhi'. “Thereupon the Lord emerged from that concentration, 
and he applauded the holy Lord Avalokita, the Bodhisattva, the great being: 
‘Well said, well said, son of good family! . . .”’53 and “Thereupon the 
Illustrious One emerged mindful and aware from the samadhi. Having 
emerged, he addressed the venerable Sariputra . . ,54

All such practicalities are absent in the nidana of the SRS. The authors of 
this description have invented a context, familiar from other texts, that 
allows them to treat the present matter as something familiar and understood. 
They have then presented this fiction as a factual account of the sarvadhar- 
masvabhavasamatavipahcita-samadhi in the SRS. Yet there is no mention of 
it in their own translation in the same volume. No recension of the SRS 
describes such a meditative context. This invention in the face of that fact 
can only be understood as evidence of the need, when we come to the term 
samadhi, to understand it in relation to meditative states, even where no such 
states are implied. Following this, the same authors characterize the samadhi 
proper as, “the virtues or extraordinary qualities of this samadhi,” although 
further down the same page they describe the same list as, “some three 
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hundred problematic words and phrases which seem to have been culled 
from various scriptural sources to define the merits and powers of the 
samadhi.”55

55 Gomez and Silk 1989, p. 18.
56 Ibid.,p. 18, n.13.
57 Dr. Y-G An has drawn my attention to the interesting fact that Murakami (1970, p. 868) 

describes these lists as consisting of “good dharma or methods of practice.” Deleanu, appar
ently following the lead in Gomez and Silk, describes the SRS samadhi as “hundreds of qual
ifications and merits” of the sarvadharmasvabhavasamatavipahcita-samadhi (Deleanu 2000, 
p.73).

58 T 15, 727b-749b (#649). My attention was drawn to this sutra by Murakami 1970.
59 T 15, 723a-727b (#648) OfflEm
60 See Lancaster 1979, p. 141 (K 405); Nanjio 1980, p. 103 (#424), title reconstructed as 

Sarvadharmacarya-dhyana \P~sutra (sic). The Rev. Juo-Hsueh Shih has suggested *Sarva- 
dharmaniyatapariksa-samadhi (private communication, July 26, 1996).

Regrettably, they make no identification of these sources, nor how they 
know that these terms have been “culled,” although this would constitute a 
major contribution to our understanding of the nature of such a samadhi and 
its milieu. Assuming the same possibility, I have searched in vain for such 
sources myself. On the following page, in their brief summary of the con
tents of the sutra, they further describe the samadhi proper as, “a list of 
approximately three hundred synonyms or attributes of this samadhi.” 
Finally, in a note to this last statement, the authors concede: “It is not clear 
whether the terms or epithets are meant as definitions or descriptions or if 
they are attributes of the samadhi, its causes or effects.”56 Since these 
samadhi have invariably been seen as nothing more than lists, albeit inex
plicable in an assumed meditative context, the explicit and unambiguous 
identification of them as samadhi in each sutra has been ignored.57 58

Having established what I understand is the intended referent of the term 
samadhi in three published samadhi sutras, it should be pointed out that this 
usage is not restricted to these alone. It occurs in at least two others. Thus, we 
can include in the same group the Kuan ch ’a chu fa hsing ching 
g, and the Prasantaviniscayapratiharya-samadhi Sutra.59 The Kuan ch’a 
chu fa hsing ching is a medium-length sutra (4 chiiari) translated into 
Chinese in 595 C.E. by Jnanagupta. There is no Tibetan translation accord
ing to Lancaster’s catalogue of the Korean canon, although Nanjio remarks 
laconically “It agrees with Tibetan.”60 Since a Sanskrit title is not known for 
it, I suggest provisionally the full title * Sarvadharmaniyatapravicayacarya 
[-samadhi] Sutra. Here, the Buddha, responding to questions from the bo-
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dhisattva mahasattva *Priyaraja explains that there is a
samadhi called the *sarvadharmaniyatapravicayacaryd-samadhi

Priyaraja, what is that which is known as the *sarvadharmaniyata- 
pravicayacarya-samadhi? It is known thus \*yaduta\\ As one 
speaks, so one acts; as one acts, so one speaks; purification of the 
body; purification of speech; purification of the mind; to seek 
[one’s] benefit; not seeking [to fulfil one’s] desires; not abandon
ing compassion; not grasping dharmas, (10); [. . . and so on, up to 
a total of 535 items].61 62

61 T 15, 728c27-729al.
62 T 15, 730cl2-13.
63 This information is taken from Lancaster 1979, p. 164 (K482) and Nanjio 1980, #522.
64 Peking 32, 189b-228a (#797).
65 This is an interesting parallel with the PSS, where the main interlocutor is also 

Bhadrapala. The likelihood is that this is not coincidence, in my view, although the PVPS is 
not borrowing verbatim from the PSS. However, compare PVPS: tshul khrims kyi phung po

The list is concluded once again with an explicit identification: “Priyaraja, 
this is what is known as the sarvadharmamyatapravicayacaryd-samddhi.,,(>7-

The Prasantaviniscayapratiharya-samadhi Sutra (hereafter, PVPS) has 
an even greater interest for us, as the samadhi which it transmits is in part 
taken from that in the SRS. The only Chinese translation of the PVPS was 
made by Hsiian-tsang in 663/4 C.E.,63 suggesting that it is a later composi
tion than the SRS, a deduction confirmed by internal evidence which I shall 
discuss shortly. Although Murakami, and following him Cuppers, refers to 
the PVPS as the Prasantaviniscayapratiharya Sutra, this title is attested 
neither by the Chinese translation, which has *Prasdntaviniscayaprdtihdrya- 
samddhi Sutra, nor by the Tibetan, which transliterates, Aryaprasanta- 
viniscayapratiharya-nama-samadhi Mahayana Sutra. The Chinese text can 
be fruitfully compared in other respects with the Tibetan translation, made 
by Danasila and Ye shes sde in the early ninth century C.E.64The Tibetan text 
takes up three fascicles {bam po), to the first of which the shorter Chinese 
text corresponds. Significantly, the final two bam po of the Tibetan work 
take Manjusrl as the interlocutor of the Buddha, whereas the first portion, 
i.e., the entire Chinese text and the first fascicle of the Tibetan translation, 
concerns the dialogue between the Buddha and a bodhisattva called 
Bhadrapala.65
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This immediately suggests the possibility that the text is composite, an 
impression that is confirmed by a closer examination of the first part in itself. 
Here, a number of subsections are discernible. We have first the nidana, an 
extended description of the congregation which has assembled to hear the 
Buddha teach.66 Then Bhadrapala asks the Buddha a series of questions.67 
Finally, the Buddha replies to these questions, asserting the potency of the 
samadhi, and then recites some 76 terms as the prasantaviniscayaprati- 
harya-samadhi itself:

Bhadrapala, what is the prasdntaviniscayaprdtiharya-samddhil It 
is comprehending all dharmas as they really are; thoroughly 
understanding [their] signs (*nimittdy, fully understanding the 
characteristics of delusion (*viparyasd) . . . [and so on, up to:] not 
consorting with householders or wanderers; staying in a solitary 
place; being free from desires; accepting emptiness, the absence of 
signs and the absence of intention in respect of phenomena (dhar
mas). Thoroughly understanding all dharmas in this way—this, 
Bhadrapala, is the samadhi called the prasantaviniscayaprati- 
harya. The bodhisattva who learns this samadhi obtains an unde
filed knowledge of all dharmas.63

Having apparently concluded the samadhi, however, the Buddha then carries 
on:

skyon med pa dang / ting nge ’dzin gyi phung po las mi gyo ba dang (Peking 197.7, sDe dge 
363.1), with #52 and #53 in the PSS: tshul khrims kyi phung po la skyon med pa / ting nge 
’dzin gyi phung po la gyo ba med pa (Harrison 1978b, p. 22).

66 Peking 32, 189b.6-196a.4 (#797); T 15, 723a-725b.
67 Peking 32, 196a.4-197a.4 (#797); T 15, 725b-726a.
68 bzang skyong rab tu zhi ba mam par nges pa’i cho ’phrul gyi ting nge ’dzin gang zhe na 

/ ’di lta ste / chos thams cad yang dag pa ji lta ba bzhin du khong du chud ba dang / mtshan 
nyid rab tu rtogs pa dang / phyin ci log gi mtshan nyid yang dag par ’joms ba dang / . . . [and 
so on, up to] khyim pa dang rab tu byung ba mams dang mi ’dre pa dang I dben pa la gnas pa 
dang / stong pa nyid dang mtshan ma med pa dang smon pa med pa dang chos mams la bzod 
pa dang / chos thams cad ji lta ba bzhin du rab tu rtogs pa ste / ’di ni bzang skyong rab tu zhi 
ba mam par nges pa’i cho ’phrul gyi ting nge ’dzin ces bya ba ste / ting nge ’dzin ’di la slob 
pa’i byang chub sems dpa’ ni chos thams cad la sgrib ba med pas shes pa ’thob bo / (Peking 
32, 197a.7-198a.5 [#797]; T 15, 726a.13-726b.10 [#648]). The figure of 76 is of necessity 
provisional. My work on the samadhi of the SRS has demonstrated the difficulty of determin
ing the exact division of terms in such a list. I note that the sDe dge edition of the PVPS car
ries an abbreviated version of this list, marking the lost passage with an ellipsis (362.4).
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Furthermore, Bhadrapala, [that] called the prasantaviniscaya- 
pratiharya-samadhi is: the knowledge of the sameness in their 
essential nature of all dharmas,', . . ,69 70

69 bzang skyong ga nan yang rab tu zhi ba mam par nges pa’i cho ’phrul gyi ting nge ’dzin 
ces bya ba ni ’di lta ste / chos thams cad mnyam pa nyid du shes pa dang . . .

70 Peking 32, 198a.6-200a.7 (#797); T 15, 726b.1 Iff. (#648). It may not be coincidental 
that the borrowed passage from the SRS begins with #77 from the samadhi in chapter 1: 
samatajhanam. A general outline of this borrowing from the SRS is given in Murakami 1970.

71 Lamotte 1965, p. 140 n. 81 (cf. Peking 32, 200a.7-202b,8 [#797], sDe dge, mdo sde da 
372.4). As such, the PVPS is an important testimonial for the text of the SSS in the seventh 
century. Murakami (1970, p. 868) appears not to notice that the suramgama-samadhi is used 
by the PVPS, presumably through over-reliance upon the Chinese translation, which cuts off 
part-way through this quotation.

whereupon begins the recitation of over 200 items borrowed from the 
sarvadharmasvabhavasamatavipahcita-samadhi™

This is followed by the complete suramgama-samadhi list. Following the 
final item taken from the SRS, the PVPS incorporates, without distinction, 
the suramgama-samadhi from its second item onwards, including the final 
items occurring in the Tibetan translation of the SSS.71 Once again the entire 
sequence is enclosed with what is recognizably the usual phrase of identifi
cation: “’di ni rab tu zhi ba mam par nes pa’i cho ’phrul gyi tin he ’dzin ces 
bya’o” (It is this that is to be called the prasantavimscayapratiharya- 
samadhi).

The significance of this extensive borrowing is fourfold: it confirms that 
the PVPS is composite, both in regard to its sections and to its samadhi', it 
confirms that there was known to the redactor of the PVPS a samadhi that 
dealt with the “sameness in their essential nature of all dharmas” that is sub
stantially the samadhi of the SRS and which is quoted by him as a part of a 
supplementary definition of the prasdntaviniscayaprdtihdrya-samddhv, it 
also confirms that the samadhi list of the Siiramgamasamddhi Sutra was 
understood as a samadhi by the redactor of the PVPS; and most significant
ly, it shows that the redactor knew of samadhi of this type and consciously 
manipulated these texts in order to produce another “textual” samadhi to 
which he assigned a new name, the prasantaviniscayapratiharya-samddhi. 
This editorial activity provides further, and I would say conclusive, confir
mation of my proposition regarding samadhi in these sutras, for in the PVPS 
we see the work of an editor within the Buddhist tradition—but not, I 
assume, involved in the composition of our other samadhi sutra—who
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nevertheless clearly understood the usage of the word samadhi to mean “col
lection of terms.”72 This represents objective confirmation of a high order for 
the present thesis.

72 My assumption that the redactor of the PVPS was not involved in the redaction of the 
other sutras discussed here, is based primarily on the highly faulty transposition of the sarva- 
dharmasvabhavasamatavipahcita-samadhi from the SRS. This is not conclusive, of course, 
and may only reflect an indifference to the exact sequence and content of such a list.

73 de nas de’i tshe bcom ldan ’das ... de bzhin shegs pa’i ye shes kyi phyag rgya zhes bya 
ba’i ting nge ’dzin la snyoms par zhugs so / ting nge ’dzin la snyoms par zhugs ma thag tu / 
bcom ldan ’das kyi sku yang mi snang / sku’i mtshan ma yang mi snang . . . (Tathagata- 
jnanamudrasamadhi Siitra 86.3-87.3)

74 de nas bcom ldan ’das dran pa dang ldan zhing mkhyen bzhin du ting nge ’dzin de las 
bzhengs so / bcom ldan ’das ting nge ’dzin las bzhengs ma thag tu . . . (Tathdgata- 
jhanamudrasamadhi Sutra 95.1-2).

75 pad ma’i dpal gyi snying po skyes bu dam ba ’di gnyis ni sgyu ma lta bu’i ting nge ’dzin 
thob pa yin te / ’di gnyis sgyu ma lta bu’i ting nge ’dzin la gnas nas / (Mayopamasamadhi 
Sutra 441.1 f.)

Not all Mahayana sutras with samadhi in the title are concerned with the 
transmission of a samadhi list. For example, a review of the Chinese and 
Tibetan translations of the lengthy Sarvapunyasamuccayasamadhi Sutra has 
suggested that it does not belong to this genre. Similarly, at present, I would 
exclude both the Mayopamasamadhi Sutra and the Tathagatajhanamu- 
drasamadhi Sutra from this group. For example, in the nidana of the latter 
we find: “Then at that time the Illustrious One attained that samadhi called 
the Tathagatajhanamudra. As soon as he had attained the samadhi, the body 
of the Illustrious One disappeared; the characteristics (laksana) of [his] body 
disappeared . . .”73; and later: “Then the Illustrious One, recollected, know
ing [his] domain, roused (yyutthaya) from that samadhi. As soon as he had 
roused from it . . ,”74 In the interlude between these points the Buddha is 
silent. The pattern for samadhi as meditative state, already seen in the 
Saddharmapundarika Sutra and Heart Sutra, is followed here. At the same 
time, we should note that this sutra also contains extensive lists of terms. 
While this is suggestive in the light of the present discussion, I nevertheless 
restrict the category of sama.dhi-\vst sutra to those that explicitly identify the 
list as a named samadhi, and that lack any reference to the Buddha entering 
altered mental states. Clearly not to be included in this category is the 
Mayopamasamadhi Sutra-. “Padmasrigarbha, these two supreme beings have 
attained the Mayopamasamadhi. Remaining (sthita) in the Mayopama- 
samadhi. . ,”75 A review of the entire corpus of Mahayana samadhi sutras is 
a desideratum.
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So far, in support of the contention that samadhi in the SRS is a reference 
to a list of terms, we have discovered a number of instances of the same 
usage in four other Mahayana sutras. This is in itself sufficient evidence to 
justify the understanding offered here, but there is also a varied body of inter
esting internal evidence from the SRS and other samadhi sutras which I shall 
now briefly explore.

The first of this internal evidence has already been reviewed in my 
discussion of the date of the SRS. There, I assemble a number of statements 
in the sutra which state or imply that there is a textual item called a/the 
samadhi J6 The following is a selection:

dhareti yah santam imam samadhim
[One who memorizes this tranquil samadhi] (2.27d)

samadhi srutva imu dharayeyuh
[Having heard this samadhi they should memorize it.] (2.28d)

dharentu vacentu imam samadhim
[they should memorize and recite this samadhi] (16.7d)

bahunam ca buddhanam bhagavatam antikan maya pravrajitvayam 
kumara sarvadharmasvabhavasamatavipancitah samadhir vista- 
rena sruta udgrhltah prsto dharito vacitah pravartitah aranabhavanaya 
bhavito bahulikrtah parebhyas ca vistarena samprakasitah
[. . . and, having gone forth into the religious life in the company of 
many illustrious buddhas, young man, I have at length heard, re
ceived, questioned, memorized, recited, circulated, cultivated by 
bringing about freedom from defilement, propagated and ex
pounded at length to others this samadhi which is elaborated as the 
sameness in their essence of all phenomena . . .] (17; see Dutt and 
Sharma 1941, 1953, 1954, p. 220.4-7; and elsewhere)

ima vara santa samadhi bhasamanah,
[Relating this excellent tranquil samadhi. . .] (18.7d)

tatha vyakaromy aham anantamatim 
hastasmi yasya susamadhivaram 
[So I predict the boundless intelligence, 
of him in whose hand [is held] this excellent samadhi . . .] 
(29.82cd)

76 Skilton, 1999a. There, I also present further statements from the PSS and the SSS. 
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acaryu loke bhavisyati nityakalam 
dharitva santam imu virajam samadhim
[Having heard this tranquil samadhi born of excellence, 
he will be a teacher in the world through all time.] (32.172cd; and 
as a refrain thereafter)

sa srosyate etu samadhi santam
[He will hear this tranquil samadhi'] (36.38b)

Further similar statements are also adduced from the PSS and SSS. The PSS 
is particularly rich in passages that explicitly indicate the literary nature of its 
samadhi?1

. . . through desire for this samadhi, for the sake of making this 
samadhi endure for a long time and in order that this samadhi be 
preserved, copying it well and presenting it as a book . . . (4D.2)

On hearing this samadhi, experience joy,
And discard all the various spells of the world . . . (5E.8ab)

It is the same, Bhadrapala, with any sons of good family ... to 
whose hearing such a precious samadhi as this has come: if on 
hearing it they do not copy it in book form, teach it, recite it, pre
serve it, read it, expound it, cultivate it, or put it into practice . . . 
(6A)

They recite and develop the excellent samadhi . . . (13L.3d, and 
similarly, vv.I3L.4d, 6d and lid; 14J.9, 10, 11 and 12)

And from the SSS:78

67. . . . Those who have not heard the Suramgamasamadhi are cer
tainly possessed by Mara {maradhisthita), and those who have 
heard it are certainly protected by the Buddhas (buddha- 
parigrhita). What then can be said (kah punar vadah) of those 
who, having heard it, repeat and practise it?
Bhagavat, the bodhisattva who wishes to penetrate the Buddha 
attributes (buddhadharma) and reach the other shore {para), 
should listen attentively (efazczttasravarca) to the Suramgama
samadhi . . .

77 Quoted from Harrison 1990.
78 Quoted from Lamotte 1998.
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76. . . . The devaputra said: It is those who hold this Suram
gamasamadhi in their hands that the whole world with its gods and 
mankind (sadevamanusya loka) should venerate.

132. .. . But now that, from the lips of the Buddha, we have heard 
this samadhi. . .

173. ... If a master of the Dharma (dharmacarya) writes down 
(likhayati), studies (svddhydyati) or teaches (uddesayati) the 
Suramgamasamadhi . . .

174. .. . Drdhamati, whoever writes down (likhati) and studies 
(svadhyayati) this Suramgamasamadhi. . .

While these quotations unambiguously demonstrate that samadhi is used in 
this and other texts to denote a text, we can only claim that this is a reference 
to the sutra as a whole if that is the only “text” under consideration. The exis
tence of a “text within a text,” i.e., the samadhi list, opens up an ambiguity. 
I suspect that the majority of such references are in fact references to the 
samadhi list rather than the entire sutra; possible exceptions are those pas
sages where explicit mention is made of hearing or learning verses of the 
samadhi. Since these samadhi lists are in prose in the five cases considered 
above, this could imply that the referent in those cases is a verse section of 
the sutra proper. Against this, we can argue that since the SRS samadhi is 
itself rendered into verse in chapter 17, even these references, in the case of 
the SRS, could be regarded as references to the samadhi list.

Alongside these, we have an interesting passage in chapter 4 of the SRS. 
Here, Candraprabha asks the Buddha for a definition of the term samadhi: 
“Illustrious One, the term ‘samadhi' is being used. Of what phenomenon is 
samadhi the designation?”79 The Buddha’s reply is to offer, in the same 
manner as before, another list, in this case of some 42 terms or phrases, again 
indistinguishable in general type from those we have already seen:80

79 samadhih samadhir iti bhagavann ucyate. Katamasyaitad dharmasyadhivacanam 
samadhir iti (Matsunami 1975 p. 195, lines 10-11). Cf. Gomez and Silk: “O Blessed One, the 
word ‘samadhi’ is often used. Exactly what thing (dharma) is designated by the word 
‘samadhi’?” (1989, p. 75).

80 In the PVPS, a portion of these terms from chapter 4 are imported into the midst of the 
redaction of terms from chapter 1.
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Young man, the term samadhi is being used; that is to say: com
prehension of the mind; not a state of rebirth; knowledge of non
rebirth; the state of having laid aside one’s burden; knowledge of 
the Tathagatas; ... the protection of secret spells, harmlessness, 
the state of not oppressing those who are well behaved, the state of 
possessing subtle speech, the state of being free from the entire 
threefold world system, acceptance in conformity with emptiness 
in respect of all dharmas,, a state of intense desire for the knowl
edge of the All Knowing; the term samadhi is being used thus, 
young man. Correct and not incorrect practice (avi/pratipatti) in 
respect of such items (dharmas) as these—it is this, young man, 
for which the term samadhi is used.81

81 samadhih samadhir iti kumarocyate yaduta cittasya nidhyaptih, anupapattih, apratisan- 
dhijnanam, apahrtabharata, tathagatajnanam . . . guhyamantranam araksana, avihimsa, 
silavatam anutpidita, stiksmavacanata, sarvatraidhatuke ’nisritata, sarvadharmesu 
sunyatanulomiki ksantih, sarvajnajnane tivracchandata, samadhih samadhir iti kumarocyate. 
yaitesv evamrupesu dharmesu pratipattir avipratipattir ayarn sa kumarocyate samadhir iti 
(Matsunami 1975, pp. 195 line 13-194 line 9). Cf. Gomez and Silk: “The actual practice of 
such dharmas—no contrary practice—young man, is called ‘samadhi’” (1989, p. 76). In a 
Buddhist context, it is the practice to translate pratipatti as “correct procedure” or “applica
tion ... in practice,” thus rendering the semantic dimension stressed by Edgerton in his entry 
s.v. pratipatti, where he offers the translations, “behaviour, practice, performance, esp. good 
behaviour.” We should note that the primarily cognitive sense recorded for non-Buddhist 
Sanskrit (see, e.g., Monier-Williams’ dictionary, s.v. pratipatti), such as ‘knowledge’ or 
‘understanding’, fits a number of the passages from Buddhist sources quoted by Edgerton well 
enough, and we should perhaps not exclude this meaning from consideration in Buddhist 
Sanskrit texts.

There are several observations to be made on this passage. First, the question 
as to the meaning of the term samadhi in this discourse is answered with a 
list of terms entirely comparable with those from the main samadhi list in 
chapter 1, and thus confirms our understanding of samadhi in the SRS. This 
conclusion is supported by the phrasing, which is directly parallel to that 
used to conclude and identify the main samadhi. Second, the concluding 
sentence attempts some explanation of the phenomenon, by asserting that 
samadhi in this usage should be understood as the “correct practice” of the 
items in the list. Explanation is necessary when the usage is questionable, 
and reflects the expectation or experience that, at the time of composition of 
chapter 4, audiences may have been unsure of the meaning of the term in 
chapter 1. We seem not to have been the first to have been baffled over this 
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matter. Third, the items that constitute the list are designated dharmas. 
Fourth, there is a similar passage in the PSS:

[18A] When this was said, the bodhisattva and mahasattva 
Bhadrapala said to the Lord: “Reverend Lord, how should bodhi
sattvas cultivate this samadhi!” The Lord said: “Bhadrapala, if 
any sons or daughters of good family should wish to cultivate this 
samadhi, they should not rest in form, they should not rest in feel
ings, in thought or in dharmas', they should not rest in rebirth; they 
should not rest in any dharmas', they should not rest in emptiness, 
signlessness, or wishlessness; they should not rest in friendliness. 
What then, Bhadrapala, is samadhi! It is the application of these 
dharmas in practice (pratipatti), and not the misapplication 
(vipratipatft').”82

82 [18A] de skad ces bka’ stsal pa dang / byang chub sems dpa’ sems dpa’ chen po bzang 
skyong gis bcom ldan ’das la ’di skad ces gsol to //

btsun pa bcom ldan ’das / byang chub sems dpas ting nge ’dzin ’di ji ltar bsgom par bgyi // 
bcom ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal pa //
bzang skyong / rigs kyi bu ’am rigs kyi bu mo gang la la ting nge ’dzin ’di bsgom ’dod par 

gyur na / des gzugs la gnas par mi bya’o // tshor ba dang I sems dang / chos la gnas par mi 
bya’o // skye ba la gnas par mi bya’o // chos thams cad la gnas par mi bya’o // stong pa nyid 
dang / mtshan ma med dang / smon pa med pa la gnas par mi bya’o // byams pa la gnas par 
mi bya’o // bzang skyong / de la ting nge ’dzin gang zhe na / gang chos de dag la nan tan du 
byed kyi / log pa’i nan tan du byed pa ma yin pa’o // (Harrison 1978b, p. 155; English ver
sion, Harrison 1990, p. 144). As with the SRS passage, I wonder whether here we should read 
“correct understanding” for pratipatti.

The modern translator has reconstructed as pratipatti and vipratipatti the 
likely Sanskrit terms translated into Tibetan as nan tan and log pa 'i nan tan. 
This draws attention to the likelihood that the original Sanskrit of the fram
ing sentences in this second passage was almost identical to that in the paral
lel passage from the SRS. In the first passage, from the SRS, the question 
about the usage of the term samadhi is answered positively, i.e., by giving a 
concrete example of the sort of thing designated by the term in this usage— 
another list of dharmas. In the second passage, from the PSS, the equivalent 
question is answered negatively, i.e., by saying what is not designated by the 
term. Here, the Buddha is shown explicitly excluding from consideration a 
collection of the most important meditative practices used and associated 
with the term samadhi in the Sravaka and Mahayana traditions: the 
smrtyupasthana, meditations on rebirth and dharmas, the vimoksamukha and 
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maitribhavand?3 What could be more explicit than this? Even the terminol
ogy confirms this point. The term translated as “rest in,” gnas par byedpa, 
surely stands for a form cognate with sthita, such as is used in the passage 
from the nidana of the Saddharmapundanka Sutra quoted above. The author 
is specifically excluding sustained experience of meditative practices/states 
such as are described there. Once again, the items of the list are designated 
dharmas.

The distinction between the two kinds of samadhi we are considering 
appears also to inform a passage in chapter 15 of the PSS:

[15K] Bhadrapala, who will have faith in this samadhi, apart from 
Tathagatas, Arhats and Perfectly Awakened Ones, bodhisattvas 
and mahasattvas incapable of regression, and sravakas who are 
direct witnesses (kaya-saksin)! Why is that, Bhadrapala? Because 
all foolish common people are in error as regards this bodhi
sattvas’ samadhi of Direct Encounter with the Buddhas of the 
Present. Why is that, Bhadrapala? Because, although one should 
concentrate on those very dharmas, and should see those very 
dharmas, and should concentrate on the Buddhas and Lords, and 
should see the Tathagatas, and should hear the Dharma, one should 
not fixate on them.83 84

83 1 suspect that this list has its own significance as evidence for the milieu in which the PSS 
was composed. It is highly reminiscent of such groupings found in meditation texts discussed 
by Demieville (1954), and while I do not therefore mean to suggest that the milieu of the PSS 
is necessarily that of those texts (i.e., second century C.E. Sarvastivadin Kashmir), I do think 
that to locate texts or traditions that recommend the practice of precisely these meditations 
may take us a step closer to it.

84 [15K] bzang skyong / de bzhin gshegs pa dgra bcom pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i sangs 
rgyas mams dang I byang chub sems dpa’ sems dpa’ chen po phyir mi ldog pa mams dang / 
nyan thos lus mngon sum du byed pa mams ma gtogs par ting nge ’dzin ’di la su zhig mngon 
par dad par ’gyur // bzang skyong / de ci’i phyir zhe na / da ltar gyi sangs rgyas mngon sum 
du bzhugs pa’i byang chub sems dpa’i ting nge ’dzin ’di la byis pa so so’i skye bo thams cad 
kyis ni ’khrul to // bzang skyong / de ci’i phyir zhe na / chos de dag nyid yid la bya / chos de 
dag nyid blta bar bya I sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das dag kyang yid la bya I de bzhin gshegs pa 
mams kyang blta bar bya / chos kyang mnyan par bya ste / mngon par zhen par ni mi bya’o 
// (Tibetan text is from Harrison 1978b, pp. 130-31; English translation is quoted from 
Harrison 1990, p. 125 [section 15K]).

This English translation clearly reflects the understanding that samadhi must 
refer to the buddhanusmrti samadhi of chapter 3. At this stage, I prefer a 
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translation reflecting our new understanding of the usage of samadhi in these 
sutras. “Those very dharmas” of the final sentence are the items of the 
samadhi. The act of “reflecting” (gyid la byed, manasi karoti) on them is be
ing contrasted with reflection on the buddhas, the object of the buddhanu- 
smrti meditation of chapter 3.1 suspect that the two verbs yid la byed and Ita 
ba, “attending to,” “investigating,” or simply “seeing,” are being used as 
near synonyms. “Investigating” or just “seeing” the Tathagatas and hearing 
the Dharma are products of buddhanusmrti.

Finally, one must beware of holding to fixed, incorrect views (mngon par 
zhen pa, abhinivisati) regarding samadhi. Allowing for these considerations, 
the following revision is possible:

Bhadrapala, who will have faith in this samadhi, apart from 
Tathagatas, Arhats and Perfectly Awakened Ones, bodhisattvas 
and mahasattvas incapable of regression, and sravakas who are 
direct witnesses? For, Bhadrapala, all foolish common people mis
understand this bodhisattvas’ samadhi of Direct Encounter with 
the Buddhas of the Present. For, Bhadrapala, it is those very dhar
mas on which one should reflect, and it is those very dharmas 
which one should investigate, [although] one should also reflect on 
the Buddhas and Lords, and also attend to the Tathagatas, and also 
hear the Dharma. One should not hold to incorrect views.

With this reading the third and final sentence distinguishes between the items 
of the samadhi list in chapter 2 and the buddhanusmrti samadhi of chapter 3.

Turning again to the SSS, I have already pointed out that the Tibetan trans
lation retains a fuller, and, I suggest, complete text for the suramgama- 
samadhi. Curiously, in his note, Lamotte curtails his transliteration of the 
Tibetan text before the end of the paragraph, as is indicated by the semi-final 
particle, ste, at the end of the passage he transcribes. The full paragraph is 
concluded with the statement “’di ni dpa’ bar ’gro ba’i tin he ’dzin gyi yul lo 
//,” which we may translate as: “This is the scope of the suramgama- 
samadhi.” The implication here, that the samadhi encompasses the items of 
the foregoing list, is strengthened by the ensuing passage of Lamotte’s trans
lation, where the sutra itself explains that the suramgama-samadhi is a com
prehensive container for numerous concepts, practices and attainments:

85 One could make the case that the clauses concerning the buddhanusmrti are interpola
tions, but without an overview of textual stratification in this text, I am not inclined to do so 
at this stage.
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[The Heroic Progress and Good Dharma]
§22 Drdhamati, this Suramgamasamadhi is not understood in the 
light of a single statement (ekapada), a single object (ekalam- 
bana), a single meaning (ekartlidy. all the absorptions (dhyana), 
attainments (samapatti), liberations (yimoksa), concentrations 
(samadhi'), superknowledges (abhijna), supernormal powers 
(rddht) and penetrating knowledges (pratisamvijjhana) are 
included (samgrhitci) in the Suramgamasamadhi.

§23 Just as springs, streams, rivers, tributaries and water courses 
flow into the great sea (mahasamudra), so all the bodhisattva pos
sesses in the way of dhyanas and samapattis is to be found in the 
Suramgamasamadhi.

§24 Just as a noble Cakravartin king is accompanied everywhere 
by an heroic general (surasendpati) and four army companies 
(caturangabala), so, O Drdhamati, all the samadhimukhas, sama- 
pattimukhas, pratibhanamukhas, vimoksamukhas, dharanimukhas, 
abhijnamukhas, vidyavimuktimukhas and dharmamukhas are in
cluded in the Suramgamasamadi, and everywhere that bodhi
sattvas practise the Suramgamasamadi they are accompanied by 
all the samadhis.

§25 Drdhamati, just as a noble Cakravartin king, while travelling, 
is followed by his seven jewels (saptaratna), so, O Drdhamati, the 
Suramgamasamadhi is always followed by all the auxiliary dhar
mas of enlightenment (bodhipaksikadharma). That is why this 
samadhi is named ‘Heroic Progress’ (sitramgamd).86

86 Lamotte 1998, pp. 127-28 (Lamotte 1965, p. 141).
87 sDe dge 528.7-529.2.

The Tibetan translation of §22 is particularly interesting:

bio gros brtan pa dpa’ bar ’gro ba’i ting nge ’dzin ni bshad pa gcig 
tu mi blta / spyod yul gcig tu ma yin / mam pa gcig tu ma yin / 
dmigs pa gcig tu ma yin / don gcig tu las byung bar mi blta’o / de 
ci’i phyir zhe na / bio gros brtan pa ting nge ’dzin thams cad dang 
/ snyoms par ’jug pa thams cad dang / mam par thar pa thams cad 
dang / rdzu ’phrul dang / mngon par shes pa dang / so so yang dag 
par rig pa’i shes pa de dag thams cad ni dpa’ bar ’gro ba’i ting nge 
’dzin gyi nang du ’dus shing chud par blta’o /87
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[Drdhamati, the suramgamasamadhi should not be investigated 
through a single explanation; it is not a single sphere; it is not a sin
gle aspect; it is not a single object; it should not be investigated as 
arising from a single meaning. For, Drdhamati, all samadhi, all 
samapatti, all vimoksa, and all rddhi, abhijha, andpratisamvid are 
collected within the suramgamasamadhi.]

This same point is also made by a passage from the PSS:

[24G] Bhadrapala, in the last time, the last age, when the great ter
ror occurs and the True Dharma is destroyed, sons or daughters of 
good family who have set out in the Bodhisattvayana, who wish to 
obtain the perfection of all dharmas and the perfection of omni
scient cognition, and who wish to bring about the purification of 
their wholesome potentialities should strive to copy, give instruc
tion in, and memorize this samadhi, and proclaim it in full to oth
ers. Why is that? The cognition of the knowledge of all dharmas in 
all their aspects, Bhadrapala, is condensed within this samadhi?2

The next body of internal evidence for understanding these samadhi as lists 
of terms, and probably the most telling, comes from the seventeenth chapter 
of the SRS. Here, in the context of a jata/ra-type story, the Buddha-to-be is a 
newborn boy who is presented as reciting a series of some 70 verses in which 
the entire samadhi list (with occasional omissions and variants) is recapitu
lated. Several aspects of this passage should be emphasized. Each verse in 
this section has a refrain as its last pada. The refrain varies; there are four or 
five altogether. However, that which both begins the section and recurs later 
(i.e., in a total of 18 verses), states explicitly that the terms being recited are 
samadhi. It reads, “kaccij jino bhasati tam samadhim” (I hope the Conqueror 
teaches that samadhi]. The identification is also explicit in the verses which 
introduce this section. Thus, verse 56 describes the samadhi as “the sole 
instruction for [all] the realms of existence”—yo eku nirdesu bhave

88 [24G] bzang skyong I byang chub sems dpa’i theg pa la zhugs pa’i rigs kyi bu ’am / rigs 
kyi bu mo chos thams cad kyi pha rol tu phyin pa dang / thams cad mkhyen pa’i ye shes kyi 
pha rol tu phyin pa thob par ’dod pa dang / dge ba’i rtsa ba mam par dag pa thob par ’dod pas 
phyi ma’i dus phyi ma’i tshe ’jigs pa chen po ’byung ba / dam pa’i chos mam par ’jig pa’i dus 
der ting nge ’dzin ’di yi ger bri ba dang / lung mnod pa dang / kha ton bya ba dang / gzhan 
dag la yang rgya cher yang dag par bsgrag par bya ba’i phyir sbyor bar bya’o // de ci’i phyir 
zhe na / chos thams cad kyi mam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid kyi ye shes ni / bzang skyong 
I ting nge ’dzin ’di’i nang du ’dus so // (Tibetan, Harrison 1978b, p. 208; English translation, 
Harrison 1990, p. 193).
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gatlnam—which is the concluding item in the samadhi proper (#329).89 The 
recitation of the samadhi over, the king, Drdhabala, asks, “How came you to 
hear this samddh.il” (v. 131), to which the boy replies that he has asked for it 
from many previous buddhas and has devoted himself to it merely after hear
ing them recite it for him (vv. 132-134). Later the boy recounts the service 
performed for “those monks who memorized this samadhi and who recited 
it, and who set it out” (v. 149), and finally the Buddha Narendraghosa ex
pounds the samadhi to the king, who hears it and renounces his kingdom (v. 
161), and together with his retinue, learns, recites and illuminates the 
samadhi for the sake of others (vv. 162-164).

89 For this and subsequent verses I use the numbering of Dutt’s edition.
90 Folios 286b.5-289a.3 = sDe dge 524.4-528.7ff. (Lamotte 1998, p. 119 [Lamotte 1965, 

p. 131] n. 43). Curiously, he also describes this material as “partly versified” (partiellement 
versifie), although the only prose consists of the final identifying phrases which occupy less 
than two lines.

Parallel to this, we can align a similar treatment in the SSS. I have already 
mentioned the passage in the Tibetan that Lamotte designates a later addition 
to his §21 and leaves out of consideration, but which, on comparison with the 
SRS and PSS, I consider to be a part of the complete or original text. In his 
footnote, Lamotte transcribes and translates the final terms of the samadhi 
and the standard statement of identification, but cuts short the text at that 
point. Only by careful comparison with a footnote occurring several pages 
earlier are we likely to realize that the “extra” Tibetan consists of a consid
erably larger passage than that he transcribes for us.90

In fact, the passage consists not only of the four items from the list and the 
concluding phrase as provided by Lamotte, but also a considerable body of 
verse that covers five sides of the Peking edition of the Kanjyur. Exami
nation of these verses reveals that, in parallel with the SRS, we are dealing 
with a re-presentation of the suramgama-samadhi in verse. As there, the 
samadhi in question is recapitulated, with variations determined by metre, in 
due sequence, and at the conclusion is again emphatically identified as the 
suramgama-samadhi by the Buddha: “bio gros brtan pa de ni dpa’ bar ’gro 
ba’i tin he ’dzin ces bya ste / de yah dpa’ bar ’gro ba’i tin he ’dzin gyi yul yin 
no.” The variations in the translation of this identification passage show that 
it has not been mechanically transposed from the end of the samadhi, but was 
translated afresh at this point in the text.

Returning again to the SRS, of equal significance to the evidence of chap-
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ter 17 is that of chapter 39. There, the sutra offers a simple commentary upon 
each of the items from the samadhi list. After the final gloss has been given, 
the chapter concludes: “This should be understood as the explanation of 
these three hundred items. This, young man, is that samadhi for which the 
name ‘elaborated as the sameness in their essence of all phenomena’ is 
used.”91 Once again, a full recitation of the samadhi list is explicitly identi
fied as the sarvadharma-svabhavasamatavipahcita-samadhi.

91 ayam esam trayanam padasatanam nirdeso drastavyah / ayarn sa ucyate kumara sarva- 
dharmasvabhavasamatavipamcito nama samadhih (Dutt 645.14-15).

92 These are all in the Samyutta Nikaya (10) and Ahguttara Nikaya (7). The exact number 
of sutta with such a name varies according to edition. Thus, the Dictionary of Pali Proper 
Names, relying upon the PTS edition, lists eleven sutta with that title (Malalasekara 1974, s.v. 
samadhi sutta). The Sri Lanka Buddha Jayanti Tripitaka Series edition however bestows the 
title on the seventeen to which I refer above.

93 Skilton 1999a.

Conclusions

I have presented the data largely without interpretation and allowed the texts 
to speak for themselves—a treatment I think they deserve. I make no attempt 
to address the many questions which may be raised regarding, for example, 
the possible origin and function of such samadhi, their role in the formation 
of sutra texts, and their links with other Mahayana sutras. These must be left 
to a separate discussion. Nevertheless, I would like to comment at this point 
on a few matters, starting with how such a usage of samadhi is possible. The 
sense of samadhi as one-pointedness of mind is derived from the sense of the 
verbal root and prefixes, sam-a-dha, “to collect” or “place together”—in 
this case the activities of the mind. Since we are dealing with what appears to 
be a collection of terms, the etymology of the term samadhi lends itself to 
this usage. I have found no recognizable precedent for it in the Sravaka 
canon. There are some seventeen samadhi sutta in the Pali canon, none of 
which employs a list of terms as the referent of the term samadhi92

This appears to indicate that we are dealing with an exclusively Mahayana 
usage. It occurs in two sutras known to have been translated into Chinese in 
the late second century C.E. by Lokaksema (PSS and SSS) and in a third, the 
SRS, which may also have circulated at that time.93 We might argue that the 
usage was still current for Asanga in the fourth and Hsiian-tsang in the sev
enth centuries, but I would not go so far as this. Regarding Asanga, we can 
only say that he used the term samadhi to denote sutra texts that contained 
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this term in their title. Of significance here is his inclusion with our samadhi 
texts of the Sarvapunyasamuccayasamadhi Sutra, which I have not been 
able to identify as a samadhi sutra of the type I have been discussing in this 
article. This indicates that his own usage of the term was concerned with 
titles only, and not with the specific usage of “samadhi as text.” In turn, this 
suggests the possibility that the intended meaning of samadhi in these par
ticular texts was not current in his time, for we should surely expect a schol
ar of Asanga’s status to be aware of such usage if it were current. While 
suggestive, this argument is clearly not conclusive and I do not present it as 
such. Hsiian-tsang’s translation of the PVPS does not demonstrate in itself 
the currency of this usage, merely of a text that contains it. The redaction of 
the PVPS may have taken place centuries before his time, although the evi
dence of this particular text confirms that its redactor certainly knew of this 
usage of samadhi. As such, this is the only instance that I can cite at this stage 
of explicit acknowledgement of it by another author within the Buddhist tra
dition. If Asanga’s apparent ignorance of such usage reflects the general sit
uation, we may tentatively conclude that the PVPS was redacted prior to his 
time.

In terms of chronology, we are dealing with a phenomenon that is located, 
by concrete evidence, in the second century C.E. It may have become obso
lete by the fourth century, and to postulate any terminus post quem requires 
a speculative venture into that dark hinterland that we call “Mahayana ori
gins.” I tend towards a view that, while individual recensions of a Mahayana 
sutra may well be the work of an individual redactor, the component ele
ments that were redacted were very likely the product of several, even many, 
authors and in this sense that these sutra texts may be better understood as the 
product of communities rather than individuals.94 If this is the case, then it 
also raises the possibility that the texts we have been discussing are the prod
uct of a localized community, and that the usage that they employ could thus 
be unknown to or ignored by the evolving “mainstream” of Mahayana Bud
dhist practice and scholarship. Perhaps this usage was just another option in 
early Mahayana that was rejected by those who eventually constructed the 
established Mahayana of the seminaries?95 If this too were true, then 
although it undermines the chronological arguments regarding Asanga that I 

94 I regard this view as uncontroversial. It hardly needs repetition that a number of 
Mahayana sutras have been shown beyond dispute to be composite texts.

95 See Schopen 2000 for a recent discussion of other such rejected options.
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have outlined above, it has the effect of placing together our samadhi sutras, 
geographically and chronologically, as the literary output of a localized early 
Mahayana community.96 Such a conclusion would have exciting implica
tions, largely arising from the possibility that we could view this group of 
sutras as a related body of material reflecting the values, practices, circum
stances, and so on, of a specific, if unidentified, community of early 
Mahayanists. As such, their study could be invaluable for offering insights 
into the dynamics of a specific community and thus shed valuable light into 
the gloomy hinterland to which I have already referred. This could be an 
opportunity for research comparable to the historical potential of the Gilgit 
collection or the surviving translations of Lokaksema. Whereas both of the 
last represent bodies of texts known to have been accepted, although not 
redacted, as scripture within a specific and dated milieu, these samadhi sutra 
texts would represent the scriptural output of a single community from the 
earliest datable period for Mahayana.97

96 How such a community might be defined should be the subject of further research. I 
envisage anything from a single vihdrct to a group of monasteries or even a geographically or 
perhaps politically delimited unit, such as a valley population or an isolated city or oasis state.

97 Both the Gilgit collection and the Lokaksema translations have been examined in this 
way, the former by Schopen (1979) and the latter by Harrison (1987 and 1993).

This reassessment of the usage of the term samadhi in some early 
Mahayana sutras demonstrates the necessity for us to continue to take texts 
at face value, and allow them to say what they say. The power of expectation 
is always strong and sometimes acquires unexpected support in our modem 
academic environment in which, on occasion, interpretation seems to hold 
the attention better than explicit statement and concrete evidence. In the pre
sent case, the warning signs were that a number of texts consistently failed to 
make sense or to meet our expectations regarding a meditation text. We 
should also suspend any cynical assumptions that religious texts usually thus 
fail us somewhere along the line. Even if they sometimes do so, we must not 
allow such an assumption to determine our treatment of primary sources. To 
do otherwise is to hamper the enormous amount of detailed work still 
required to enable us to understand Mahayana sutra literature.

The general thrust of this investigation seems unavoidable—that the term 
samadhi, hitherto associated exclusively with meditative practice and expe
rience (however these in themselves are interpreted) or with the fundamental 
psychological components of Abhidharma analysis, was used in some early 
Mahayana circles to denote not only an experience or transformed state of 
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consciousness, but also a literary statement, whether written or oral: primar
ily a list of Buddhist concepts, practices and affects, and by extension a sutra 
in which such a list is embedded. In fact, it seems that such lists came to be 
so embedded not by chance, but were themselves the original, even if later 
misunderstood, foci of such sutras. As such, this observation identifies an 
unrecognized sub-genre of the Mahayana sutra, in which I number five 
members, a total which may be supplemented by other representatives as 
they are identified. At the least, we have established that a) the samadhi of 
the SRS, along with those of a few other samadhi sutras, has no direct con
cern with meditative states and practices, and b) the basis on which it is enti
tled a samadhi sutra.98 Finally, just as the term samadhi is used to denote a 
“collected” state of mind, so, in the sutra discussed here, it denotes a “col
lection” of terms and should be translated as such. The Samadhiraja Sutra 
thus becomes, “The Discourse on the King of Collections.”

98 This conclusion contributes, albeit from an unexpected quarter, to the debate developed 
by Sharf concerning the disjunction between religious experience and rhetoric in accounts of 
Buddhist meditation practice (see Sharf 1995 and Faure 1991, pp. 295—97.) He proposes that 
much historical and doctrinal scholarship has been misled by the uncritical assumption that 
the technical terminology of Buddhist meditation always has an exclusively experiential ref
erent.
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